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Chapter 1

Joseph-Louis Lagrange and Newtonian Physics

On January 25, 1736 Joseph-Louis Lagrange was born in the Italian

city of Turin to a well-to-do family. "Lagrange's father, once the

Treasurer of War for Sardinia, married Marie-Therese Gros, the only

daughter of a wealthy physician of Cambiano, by whom he had eleven

children. Of this numerous brood only the youngest Joseph-Louis

survived beyond infancy."1 2 At the time of his birth Lagrange's family

was rather wealthy, but by the time Joseph-Louis was old enough to

inherit the fortune, his father had lost, it in speculation. Later

Lagrange regarded this as the luckiest thing that had ever happened to

him: "If I had been rich, I probably would not have devoted myself to 
2

mathematics."

Lagrange's schooling first began with an interest in the 

classics. It was more or less an accident that he developed a passion 

for mathematics. His first acquaintance with mathematics was with the 

geometric works of Euclid and Archimedes. These did not seem to have 

impressed him greatly. Then he was introduced to the superiority of 

calculus over the synthetic geometry of the Greeks, and he was captivated.

In a very short time he mastered what was at that time modern analysis. At 

the age of sixteen (there may be some discrepancy with this age; many believe 

he was nineteen) Lagrange became a professor of mathematics at the Royal

1E. T. Bell, Men of Mathematics (New York, N.Y.: Simon and 
Schuster, 1937), p. 153.

2
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1979 ed., s.v. "Lagrange, Joseph-Louis,".



3
Artillery School in Turin. For the remainder of his life he was to 

work in virtually all areas of mathematics. His work was so complete that 

some have termed it a "scientific poem."

The work of Lagrange was first formally recognized when he was

awarded a prize offered by the Paris Academy of Science in 1764 for an

essay on the librations of the orbit of the Moon. His treatises dealt

with the apparent oscillations that cause the slight changes in position

of lunar features on the face that the Moon presents to the Earth. For

later works treating similar subjects he won the award again in 1766, 1772,

1774, and 1778. In these works he was one of the first to regard the

science of mechanics as the geometry of a space with four dimensions,
4

namely the three Cartesian coordinates and the time coordinate. Such a 

view of space dimensions became very popular in 1915 when Albert Einstein 

published his Theory of Relativity. When Lagrange wrote the papers that 

won the Paris Academy of Science awards, he started on a line of thought

that would lead to a part of his greatest work.

His solution is especially interesting as containing the germ of 
the idea of generalized gquations of motion, equations which he 
formally proved in 1780.

The concept of generalized coordinates and generalized equations of

motion was Lagrange's most outstanding achievement. It is for this concept

that he has been most remembered.

3
Bell, Men of Mathematics, pp. 153-154.

4
Benton, Lagrange, p. 154.

^W. W. Rouse Ball, History of Mathematics (London: Macmillan and Co., 
1901), p. 414.
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Lagrange and his contemporaries lived at a time when virtually all 

of mathematics and physics dealt with the application of the Newtonian theory 

The mathematicians of the time were involved with the rearrangement of 

Newton's Laws, but totally new developments were for the most part

nonexistent. For the physics of the time Newton's Laws could form the 

mathematical basis of all observed phenomena and no new theories could be 

formulated. Many of the scholars of the eighteenth century found this 

frustrating.

Lagrange had once complained that Newton was a most fortunate man 
in that there is but one universe and Newton had already discovered 
its mathematical laws. However, Lagrange had the honor of making 
apparent to the world the perfection of the Newtonian Theory.

Throughout his life, Lagrange transformed Newton's Laws into different 

forms, which treated a wide variety of problems. Lagrange's formulations 

were most often completely general. Thus they could be applied in many

varied situations.

Lagrange had a rather ironic wit about his work that he would expose 

at unexpected times. Once in defense of observation and experimentation 

against pure theorization, he stated, "These astronomers are queer; they 

won't believe in a theory unless it agrees with their observations."?

In 1776 at the recommendation of the famous mathematicians, Euler 

and D'Alembert, Fredrick the Great expressed the wish of "the greatest 

King in Europe" to have "the greatest mathematician in Europe" at his
g

court. Lagrange went to Berlin to serve in Fredrick the Great's court.

^Morris Kline, Mathematics in Western Culture (New York, N.Y.:
Oxford University Press, 1953), p. 204.

?Bell, Men of Mathematics, p. 170.

g
Benton, Lagrange, p. 598.
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In Berlin he treated various questions dealing with number theories,

gravitational attractions of celestial bodies, differential equations, 

probability, and mechanics. When Fredrick died in 1787, Lagrange 

preferred to accept Louis XVI's invitation to return to Paris over other 

options. In Paris Lagrange was given an apartment in the Louvre. Even though 

he lived in Paris during the French Revolution, he was virtually 

untouched by it.

By middle age Lagrange's prolonged concentration on problems and

theories had dulled his enthusiasm for work in mathematics, and although

his mind remained as powerful as ever, he came to regard mathematics with

indifference. When he was forty-five he wrote to D'Alembert,

I begin to feel the pull of my inertia increasing little by little, 
and I cannot say that I shall still be doing mathematics ten years 
from now. It also seems to me that the mine is already too deep, 
and that unless my new veins are discovered it will have to be 
abandoned.

Lagrange was rescued from his depression at the age of fifty-six when he 

married the daughter of a good friend of his, Lemonnier. She was 

touched by Lagrange's unhappiness, and even though she was forty years 

younger than him, she insisted on marriage. She was devoted to him till

the end.

In his later life Lagrange was commissioned to reform the metric

system, giving new standards to weights and measures. Credit is given to 

Lagrange to have the units of the metric system in base ten rather than 

base twelve. Also much of the time during Lagrange's declining years was 

spent trying to establish a solid foundation for calculus using a basis 

of algebra rather than infinitesimals. His efforts, though noble, were

unsuccessful.

9
Bell Men of Mathematics p. 157.
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In philosophy and religion Lagrange and other mathematicians of the 

time found that the completeness of Newton's Laws drew their belief away

from God.

The corollary of eighteenth century materialism was determinism.
Mathematical formulas provided veridical description of so many 
phenomena and proved so useful in applications as to make 
inescapable the conclusion that the world was carefyjly planned and 
that it operated in accordance with these formulas.

However, in time, the feeling among intellectuals was one of little need 

for a god and little observation of one in the world. The world was 

governed by mathematical laws and relations between interacting bodies.

For many mathematicians of the eighteenth century the universe was perfectly 

ordered by equations and needed no superior being for an explanation.

Lagrange was honored by Napolean when he was made a "senateur" and a

"comte de 1'Empire," but Lagrange remained a quiet, thoughtful academian.

Shortly before he died, Lagrange sent for his friends, and told them,

In a few moments there will be no more functions anywhere, death 
will be everywhere; death is the only absolute repose of the body.

Shortly after saying this on April 10, 1813, he went into a fainting 

spell from which he never awoke -- thus ending the life of the greatest 

mathematician of the eighteenth century.

By far the greatest work of his life was Mechanique Analytique 

which was published in 1788. He based parts of this book on the calculus

of variations which he developed himself, and it was here that he introduced

the mechanical concept of virtual work. Mechanique Analytique also 

contained Lagrange's derivation of the equations that now bear his name. 

These Lagrangian equations establish generalized equations of motion for 

systems and are the basis of Lagrangian Dynamics.

^Kline, Mathematics in Western Culture, pp. 254-255.

1^Bel1, Men of Mathematics, p. 171.
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Mechanique Analytic led to independent coordinates that are 
necessary for the specification of a system of a finite number of 
particles, or 'generalized coordinates.’ It also led to the so- 
called Lagrangean equations for a mechanical system in which the 
kinetic energy of the system is related to the generalized 
coordinates, the corresponding generalized forces, and the time.

The book is analytic. The equations are formulated generally so they may 

be applied to a wide variety examples. Lagrange states in the preface 

that "one cannot find any diagrams in this work."

This thesis will examine the Lagrangian treatment of dynamic 

systems. It will derive Lagrange's equations for a system of particles, 

and then specific examples will be considered to illustrate Lagrange's 

treatment of various systems. This will demonstrate the versatility of 

the Lagrangian method for various dynamic systems. As a foundation for the 

thesis we will first define the meaning of generalized coordinates, and 

give a derivation of Lagrange's equations.

12Benton, Lagrange, p. 598.
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Chapter 2

A Derivation of Lagrange's Equations

As the complexity of mechanical problems increases it becomes more 

and more difficult to write the Newtonian equations of motion in order 

to find their solution. Further, in many cases it is difficult to 

ascertain the forces acting in a system. Thus Newton's second law 

(relating force to acceleration) may be difficult to formulate. Several 

methods have been developed to simplify the more difficult mechanics 

problems, and among the most powerful and useful are Lagrange's 

equations. Lagrange's equations do not present any new theory. They 

are derived from Newton's Laws, but they do allow for a new way to look 

at dynamics.

When solving dynamical problems with Newtonian equations, the basic 

quantities of the problem are forces and accelerations. These are 

defined within an inertial coordinate system using lengths and angles to 

describe their positions and directions. The basic quantities in the 

formulation of Lagrange's equations for conservative dynamical systems are 

kinetic and potential energies. These quantities are usually defined in 

an inertial coordinate system (that is one that is fixed with respect to 

the "fixed" stars), using conventional coordinates, then they are 

transformed to generalized coordinates. Generalized coordinates need not 

be restricted to lengths and angles. They may be any quantities that 

describe the state of the mechanical system. The concept of generalized 

coordinates is critical to the Lagrangian method of solution of dynamical

problems.

7



Generalized Coordinates

Suppose we are given a system of p particles existing in space. If 

no particle is physically connected to another and there are no other 

constraints acting on the particles, then each particle is able to move 

in any of the possible directions of 3-space. We would expect the system 

to have 3p degrees of freedom. Degrees of freedom in this case refers 

to the smallest number of independent variables which are required to 

specify the position of all the particles in the system. Therefore, for 

an unconstrained system of particles in space it would require three 

parameters for each particle to determine its location, e.g. rectangular 

- (x,y,z), or polar - (r,-©-,<>).

Let us consider a particle, say a small bead, moving in 3-space.

It would require three coordinates to locate the particle. Now suppose 

the bead is restricted to motion along a wire which is fixed in space.

It can be seen that the motion of the bead in one direction will affect

it motion in another direction in a very definite relationship. If the 

bead is displaced some amount in the x-direction, it must slide along 

the wire and undergo some specific y and z displacements. Thus one 

coordinate is sufficient to express the bead's position. When sliding 

along the wire, the bead is said to have two degrees of constraint. And

two of the three coordinates required for the free particle are now

superfluous. Thus it is evident that a system of p particles can have

at most 3p degrees of freedom, and the actual number of degrees of 

freedom, n, at any particular instant is given by^

n = 3p - k

where k is the degrees of constraint for the system.

1Dare A. Wells, Lagrangian Dyanmics, (New York, N.Y.: Schaum 
Publishing Co., 1967), p. 18.
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The constraints of a system are determined by the equations of 

constraint. Each equation of constraint sets up a relationship between 

the coordinates of the particles. Consider the following example.

Suppose the wire our bead is sliding on is in the x-y plane, and has the 

equations y=ax+b; z=0. Since the bead must stay on the wire, its 

x,y, and z coordinates must be restricted according to these equations 

y = ax + b; z = 0. These are the equations of constraint. They show the 

relationship of one coordinate to another. If the motion of the bead was 

confined to a parabolic wire the equations of constraint could be y = ax2;

z = 0.

When generalized coordinates are used, they are no longer called 

x,y,r,t9-,etc. Instead, for the purposes of general discussion, they are 

referred to as <^3,... Thus the coordinate for our wire

traveling bead, once the superfluous coordinates have been eliminated, 

would be only to determine its position. However, it is often the 

case in the applications that the generalized coordinates chosen are a 

subset of the original coordinates. In the case of our bead example we 

would most likely let ^z= x.

Derivation of Lagrange's Equations

We begin our derivation with the stipulation that the reference

frame of our system is an inertial one. That is, it is one which is 

fixed with respect to the "fixed" stars. For many applications, a 

reference frame which is attached to the Earth is a good approximation 

to an inertial frame. If we let the vector denote the position of 

the i-th particle of a system of particles in an inertial frame of 

reference, then the momentum, Pt^ of the particle is

9



where An/ is the mass of the particle, and the dot above is Newton's 

short-hand way of indicating a time derivative. Then Newton's second

law reads

Ft - P; - o

(1)

where is the vector sum of all the forces acting on the i-th 

particle. Both Fc and Pc are vectors.

We separate the total force Fi, into the total applied or external 

force on the ith particle, and the force of constraint,

acting vertically downwards. However the block is constrained to move 

along the plane of the incline. The force which keeps the block on the 

plane is the normal force jV which is exerted by the plane on the 

block. Thus from equation (2)

_ r- cq) rEj = Ei +

IEEa)l = Mg

f&/ - AZ

io



It should be noted that in an equilibrium configuration F?= 0, 

but in general [_i_ / 0. For the greater part of this thesis (all 

except chapter 7) we shall make the assumption that the virtual work of 

the forces of constraint is zero,

m 1 £• 'U = o
* c’*l ~~ (3)

The virtual work, , is the infinitesimal amount of work done by the

forces of constraint as a result of the differential displacements,

These virtual displacements must be in conformity with the constraints, as 

the constraints exist at any given instant of time. The sum is over all 

the particles in the system. Equation (3) is valid, for example, if we 

consider the forces of constraint restricting the location of the 

particle to a surface. The force constraining the particle to the 

surface is perpendicular to the surface, figure 2-1, (we exclude 

frictional forces from this part of the analysis; they will be treated 

later), but the motion of the particle is tangent to the surface. The 

vector dot product of ft and ()£/ is zero, in accordance with equation 

(3).

We will further restrict our discussion to systems which have

holonomic constraints. These are constraints that can be written as

functional relations among the coordinates of the system and the time,

where there are k equations of constraint which are functions of 3p

coordinates and time. Situations can arise which deal with

non-holonomic systems, that is systems in which the equations of

constraints are inequalities or differential equations that cannot be 

integrated, but they will not be considered here.

11



If we sum over the system of particles, the virtual work of the 

system is

(& ~ 5r; ~ O

(5)

or using equation (2)

i 3/
(6)

Then by assumption (3)

P
£(&’-&)'faro

I -/

From this point on we will write as just F\'. The

understanding is, however, that Ft.' does not include the forces of

constraint.

Thus we now write equation (7) as

(7)

(£t - P;) ■ £&• •= o
c = , (8)

This is D'Alembert's Principle. The virtual displacements, ££>, are not 

necessarily independent, since they must be in conformity with the

constraints. Therefore it does not follow that we can set the

coefficients equal to zero and conclude Fc = Ft . fn fact if we did we 

would be completely neglecting the forces of constraint. Now we assume 

that through the equations of constraint the particle positions can be 

expressed as known functions of n = 3p - k generalized coordinates

J , J = 1,2,. . . ,n plus the time t,

b' = '•■j <f.», t) L* 1,-2,.:^

H. Goldstein, Classical Mechanics (Reading, Mass., Addison and 
Wesley, 1950), p. 16.

(9)
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Using these relations we express the forces the momenta Pi, and

the virtual displacements £in (8) in terms of the generalized 

coordinates instead of the . The motion of the system is then

completely determined by finding the dependance of the generalized 

coordinates on the time t, 5^' = 2/ M ■

Using the chain rule we get

' . . . x-2- , A. T 3 o' 
~ XJ- - *7, 3»; 3* (10)

where the notation means the partial derivative of Z? ■■ .j ft,
o<frJ

with respect to for a specific value of j, holding t and all other 

Z" *<$'s constant. Similarly is the partial derivative with respect to

t holding all s constant. Finally, = ~^7.~ ■

We may also obtain from (9)

s' -S C
§77

(11)

By definition, the virtual displacements S/Y must be in conformity with 

the constraints at any time t, hence there is no time variation in

equation (11). Using this, we can now write

p

t '!

_ , _ 'r-— r~ , 7>Y~i'fc'’ £ ' Sfj (12)

= £O" O'
777 ' c ’/ 3 rJ

(13)

J •/
(14)

where

Q; - # £ 3 O' (15)

13



The quantity Qj is called the generalized force corresponding to the 

generalized coordinate <fij. It does not necessarily have the dimensions 

of a physical force.

The second part of the dot product in D'Alembert's Principle (8)
r

is 2^ Pl • Since Pl = Mi Pt, we have
t1' *“ —

L =/

Using equation (11)

& ■ fby = X Ci ■
(16)

C-)

P , " i tA- 2) A" < C \x£•■ ■ = z: -(s 577 m
c'» 1 ' t * ( J u

P *

(17)

-.ZZnZ&itj
l*i jit TrJ (18)

(19)

(20)

We may note from equation (9) that - and are functions of 

. . . ,^*,t. Then equation (10) gives Vfi as a function of fi,, <fi* ,

. . . , fi~ r , t, and fi, , fi-v ,, <£„ . Therefore

2^'
fJ / all **J t* (21)^7

Also,

<• j- + 9 V;
(22)

14



or simply

a#; ^7

Substituting equations (21) and (23) into equation (20) we get

(23)

in which

7~= X -4-
denotes the kinetic energy of the system which is a function of 

and t by virtue of equation (10).

If we substitute equations (14) and (27) into equation (8)

4-arrive at

we

(29)

3Ibid., pp. 16-32.
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We have assumed that the system is holonomic with n degrees of freedom.

Therefore the are independent. Hence the coefficients in equation 
3

(29) must vanish, leaving

(30)

Equations (30) are the Lagrange equations. Notice that the forces of 

constraint do not appear in these equations, and they need not appear 

provided they do no virtual work. The effects of the constraints are 

incorporated into the system in the formation of the generalized 

coordinates. The Lagrange equations constitute a system of n 

ordinary second order differential equations which are solved 

simultaneously using analytical methods of integration or numerically.

To evaluate the arbitrary constants of integration some initial data 

about the system must be given. Some information must be known about the 

system's position and motion given in standard coordinates and transformed 

into generalized coordinates so as to be applied to the integrated 

differential equations.

In calculating the generalized forces from the known applied 

forces Fj, ,i = l,2,...,p, we can use equation (15) directly

in conjunction with the transformation equations (9). Alternatively, and 

somewhat more simply, we can consider the virtual work of the applied

forces under virtual displacements consistent with the constraints,

(31)

With the use of (11) this can be written

(32)

16



or using (15)

«-' - i o> *

In many cases by considering the detailed specifications of the applied 

forces F~i for variations of the generalized coordinates taken one at a 

time, one can calculate <2j directly from (33). Examples of this 

procedure will be found in subsequent chapters.

This chapter has explained the need for Lagrangian dynamics, it has 

demonstrated the use and formulation of generalized coordinates, it 

has derived Lagrange's equations for a system of particles, and it has 

given two methods of determining the generalized forces of a system.

The following chapter will deal with some applications of 

Lagrange's equations. Examples will be used to illustrate the power of

the Lagrangian method of solution for dynamic problems.

17



Chapter 3

Applications of the Lagrangian Method

The previous chapter presented the Lagrange equations for 

determining the motion of a system of particles. The application of 

these equations to a problem may seem rather difficult to the reader at 

this point. Often several examples can be far more instructive than 

pages of discussion. Therefore this chapter will be dedicated to 

illustrative examples. In each example we will find the differential 

equations of motion using the Lagrangian method.

Example 3.1

A bead is constrained to move along the smooth conical spiral shown 

in figure 3-1 below. The wire spiral is fixed in an inertial x,y,z 

coordinate system. Assuming that/5 =<7? and <p = -/?z , where and b 

are constants, we will find the equation of motion for the particle.

Since the spiral is smooth,

friction will not be considered

in our solution. Further, the

only external force acting on the

particle is gravity. The assump

tions, Z5 -Q2. and - -bi ,
imply that £ is a constant and the y
vertical spacing between the wraps

of the spiral remains constant.

/

We begin by writing the kinetic energy for the particle,

2

(1)

18



In rectangular coordinates this function is

7-= 2 (2)

From the trigonometry of the problem we can write

X - X? C^a. (3)

\z = X3 y&A'r'- 4
Y (4)

Since - &Z and (p-~bz , we can substitute into the above functions 

and get

t
X = <32 c^t-bz.} (5)

(6)

At this point we can see that the position of the particle is completely 

determined by one coordinate, namely z.

Now we can take the time derivatives of the x and y coordinates to

obtain

X= Q t-bz)+ bz (.-bz) 2)

y= O

(7)

(8)

Then squaring each we get

•a =• et1-(z.* b •*- (9)

Y1 = cr^Qz) -2-bzz 'cv*
(10)

19



2? = z1
(11)

Using equations (9), (10), and (11) in equation (2), we find

(12)

In order to substitute into Lagrange's equation we must find ,

andIn this example we have seen that there is only one 

independent variable after the equations of constraint have been 

applied. Therefore 7=1 and z. Hence

(13)

Thus

ZZ - «'t * 2* £ +■ hO S
2>Z (14)

+ 2*2*) + ho 2 (15)

^Zc I 3z / 3b '

As we have said, the only external force acting on the particle is 

gravity. Since the force of gravity acts only in the negative z 

direction, Q\ from equation (15) of Chapter 2. Therefore, by

Lagrange's equation, equation (30) of Chapter 2, we have

(16)

or

mz(a' + > 4- ho<otb>2-z iz (17)

fj = Mtft/zZ *

2 (18)

20



The above equation is the differential equation of motion for the 

particle. Given the proper initial conditions, say the particle's 

position and velocity at a particular time, a solution to the above 

equation could be determined. This problem was a relatively simple 

one for it involved only a single particle in a stationary reference

frame.

Consider the following example.

In figure 3-2 the rigid 

parabolic wire rotates with 

a constant angular velocity, 

& = US about the axis 

while the platform to which 

x^, y2, z2 are attached moves 

with a constant acceleration

y,

relative to the inertial x^, 

y^, Zp reference frame; the motion of the platform is parallel to the

y^ axis. The bead of mass m is free to slide along the smooth wire under 

the force of gravity. We will find the equation of motion corresponding

to the r coordinate.

We start as before with the kinetic energy function.

57 /T? W2

(19)
T-

Ts t ^fx? -f- y.’ * **)

If the platform has a constant thickness of zq and the platform is a 

constant distance x° away from the y^Zj plane, and if the y2> z^ axes

are a constant distance x^ away from the y^z^ plane, and if the platform

(20)

21



starts from rest in the position shown in the diagram, then we can write

x, = r * xe
(21)

(22)

2, - t ao
(23)

and

X - p' <^ra <$ - r <t> -4-^*--
(24)

y = <%£ -t- <P (25)

Z, = 2. hr t- (26)

If we square these equations and add, we have,recalling that (p = US,

X,2 /• =.£■*+■ rlUsl+alt3'+ 2a t t*** 4 + M. ruses* 4 (27)

Therefore

. + t-WM *)7"= 2-z^^r ’?• r'a/1 + **£*+

Since zz/ is constant we have <p -Cirt + c, where C is constant. So now 

we can write our kinetic energy function as

(28)

7~= £ m (h* i- r'*r* Ya*C + #■ Yh'r'r-') (29)
which has only one generalized coordinate, namely r.

In order to find the differential equation of motion, we first find

2Z - h-rr/'Zrus'-l- latw *■ c) f- ? Z>'1 r-
3r 1 \ z

(30)

22



~^T = ip!,4; iZ«t ■a**’- (“'* + <L) &^>~2 r~) (31)

- ~f^^2 r~ t 2a-0^n-Cu't+c) vej -t-f b'fai'r1 +
(32)

Then

<£(£2~) - ?- = j. w p A y. + 2* + + Wrr* -2k-^^~l (33)
jl£\dfJ at- * f_ ' -'

To find the corresponding generalized force, (3r, we must consider 

the external force acting on the bead. Gravity is pulling the bead in 

the negative z^ direction. We must necessarily have the following 

relationship between Z£ and r

z = A (34)

Then

* Zi'' (35)

where £?, and Sh are differential changes in the variables. Since work 

is force acting through a distance, the differential work is

~ (36)

Therefore

h (37)

Substituting equations (33) and (37) into Lagrange's equation and 

simplifying, we get

23



j/-(l + -f- H *- Kbt' 2 - ~2.Jbr (38)

This equation can be solved, numerically if necessary, to give the 

position of the bead as a function of time.

For the final example in this chapter we will look at a problem 

involving a simple system of two particles, but the reader should note 

that the method of solution is essentially the same as for a single 

particle.

Example 3.3

light rod supporting the

of mass m^, shown in

is pivoted at p so

The

particle

figure 3-3

that it is free to rotate in a

vertical plane under the action 

of gravity. The bead of mass m^

is free to slide along the smooth 

rod under the action of gravity and 

the Hooke's Law spring, and £o is

i
v
/

Figure 3-3

the unstretched length of the spring. The xy coordinate system is an 

inertial one. We shall use the generalized coordinates r^ and Q and 

determine the equations of motion.

To do so we must first express the kinetic energy function

T= £ /*, C*?+ v- £ a y?? (39)

in terms of the generalized coordinates and <9- .

But we can see that

(40)
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y, - r, dexi & (4i)

X2 = r2 (42)

- rt t? (43)

Hence

X, - r, & & (44)

y, - * '**''& (45)

x2 = + Xi <!> <icrt & (46)

yz - Q- - xz & &■ (47)

and

x,2 = r,x&(4g)

(49)

X2S - r/ ^^y-6> + 2 rx l\ & & Ctrl 6 T r?&1 & (50)

yj - '2^/1 ^Cert. e- + Tt. & & (51)

By adding and substituting into (39), we find

7"=-4-Z97/^X<91 (52)
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(53)

Finding 2T
2<s^ and gives

^4 = * >^2ri & (54)

££)■ & * 2”1 & (55) 

To find <5^. we need only consider the force of gravity since the

force due to the spring acts perpendicular the coordinate. We

shall give the system an infinitesimal virtual displacement 66 with £ ft 

constant. Since

y, - K, ^3. e-

yt s hK &-
then

5y, - - /G x?x'n'

~ ~ ^3. ^L' &
Therefore the virtual work $W is

$M/ z ~ r, & $&

- -(m, h, +■ Mz & $ &

Hence

Q^~ ~ &

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)
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(63)

Therefore according to Lagrange's equations the equation of motion 

corresponding to the coordinate is

(n,r,r?) & +■ 2 = ■(/», r, + J -a-^- &■

Now for the other coordinate, r^, we use the the same kinetic 

energy function, equation (52), but now we find

Zl

^2
2>T _

(64)

(65)

(66)

The force exerted by the Hooke's Law spring is directly proportional to

the distance the spring is stretched from its unstretched position.

Hence

^5 = (67)

where k is the spring constant.

For a virtual displacement of r^, there will be a change in y^

such that

- £L (68)

Therefore

(69)

£ - Mz 3 & (70)
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where is the incremental virtual work done on m^ by gravity due to a

Sdisplacement. Now the total generalized force on the mass is the 

sum of the gravitational component and the spring component.

-K(r, (71)

Using equations (64), (66), and (71) in the Lagrange equations of motion 

for r2» we have

(72)

Equations (63) and (72) are a system of differential equations whose 

simultaneous solution will determine the motion of the system.

Of course problems dealing with mechanics can get far more 

difficult than those presented in this chapter. The examples we have 

treated were chosen to show the implementation of Lagrange's equations.

The procedure to follow for the Lagrangian solution is 1) find the 

kinetic energy function, T, in a suitable inertial reference frame, 2) 

transform T into the desired generalized coordinates, 3) take the 

necessary derivatives, 4) determine the generalized forces associated 

with each coordinate. The result will most often be a system of 

differential equations which can be integrated simultaneously. For many 

real world situations it is likely that numerical integration will be

necessary.

Lagrange's equations can be somewhat simplified by expressing some 

of the forces (the conservative forces) which act on the system in terms 

of derivatives of a potential energy function. This will be demonstrated 

in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

Conservative Systems

If the forces are of such a nature (depend on coordinates in such a 
way) that when the system is displaced from one configuration to 
another the work done by the forces depends only on the initial and 
final coordinates of the particles, the forces are said to be 
conservative and the system is referred to as a conservative 
system.

The above statement is more mathematically expressed in the 

following way. Consider a particle being acted on by some finite number 

of forces. Let be the vector sum of all forces acting on the

particle L having rectangular components />/ , Fy^, and

Fir; . In order for the forces to be conservative (resulting in a 

conservative system), the following mathematical statement must hold

*5x t
(1)

3 ~

The work done by conservative forces in the transfer of a system 

from a general configuration to a reference configuration is defined as 

the potential energy V. Therefore for a conservative system

(2)

where Vq. is the potential energy of particle C at the beginning of the 

path, and V^is its potential energy at the end of the path, and and k; 

are the initial and final position vectors of the i-th particle of the

^Dare A. Wells, Lagrangian Dynamics (New York, N.Y.: Schaum 
Publishing Co., 1967), p. 82.
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system. It follows that the gain in potential energy is the negative of 

the work done by the force during the motion.

Now from our definition of potential energy it must be true that

P
V - FF. \ r- Fyt oLy.; F FZi cb&i J

tx/ (3)

where Xt , yc , 2; define the general configuration of the system, 

and ,o2itthe reference configuration. The path traveled by the

particle then goes from Xt, yt , to , p is the number of

particles in the system, and Fyi, are the components of the

force acting on the i-th particle along the path. Hence

V ~ +■ Fy^aYy,, + FaL <^zc)
( o^ij^YcoZ-i *

(4)

This integral is an expression of work (regardless of the nature of the 

forces). But since we know the work must be independent of the path, 

the quantity under the integral must be an exact differential. That is

p - FFF F-, ' FrY<- dyi Fi * - Fp. V (5)

which can be shown to give equation (1). While equation (5) is not 

proven here, it gives necessary and sufficient conditions that the 

expression under the integral in equation (4) is an exact differential.

Given a system of p particles with some forces acting on them we 

may write equation (15) of chapter 2 to give the generalized force.

Q; (6)
L 3/
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a- -- z ■
2$^ (7)

If we assume the forces are conservative, we may write

which by the chain rule reduces to

a v
(8)

Substituting this into Lagrange's equation, (30) of chapter 2, we get

37~
(9)

(10)

If we define L = T - V we can write equation (10) as

j - = o[VfjJ 'Zf-J
di)

providing that V does not depend on fi-j .

The function L is called the "Lagrangian Function." It includes

the kinetic and potential energies of a system. If the system is partly 

conservative and partly non-conservative, Lagrange's equations are 

obviously written as

(12)

where Qj is the generalized non-conservative force and is found in the 

usual way.

For clarification of equation (12) a simple example will be 

considered here. Although the problems can be much more involved, the

same basic strategies of solution are always used.
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Example 4.1

A simple pendulum is sup- 

orted near a large uniform 

sphere of mass M as is shown

in figure 4-1. We will obtain 

the equations of motion using 

the angle & , defined in the 

diagram, as the generalized

coordinate, taking the gravitational attraction between M and m into 

account, and neglecting the Earth's gravitational attraction.

We first recall Newton's gravitational attraction law between two

bodies

- C? M m ~
(13)

where G is the gravitational constant and is the vector from the 

center of mass of M to the center of mass of m. From equation (2) we 

may write

M w J p

(14)

i z _ O /r?
V 5 “7? (15)

Equation (15) is the potential energy function of the system. Since r 

is rigid and M is fixed, the system has only one degree of freedom.

From the law of cosines

ft* - r2 & (16)
and substituting into equation (15) we obtain

(17)
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(18)

The kinetic energy function is simply

Therefore we can write the Lagrangian function, L = T - V, as

CM >v
\J Z.*' 2r£ cm3 & (19)

at
Now in order to substitute into Lagrange's equation we must find , 
aL a

an(W^; •

'dL . -GMiriir/ &-
1 - 2 r/cei &)

(20)

(21)

6(&) -
(22)

Since there are no forces other than gravitational attraction

between the two bodies, Lagrange's equation can be written as

, , CM m r _ >->
yfilr ■& +

Equation (23) is the differential equation of motion for the

pendulum. If we consider the system to have a small amplitude of oscillation 

then sin( e ) =" t9 , and cos(^) =" 1. Hence

, .. OM M -

(24)

Thus we can guess a solution of # = Asin(^t). Taking the second time 

derivative and making the proper substitutions into (24) we obtain

z , , / A C Mm C*'*-)f\ynCw +- n —-------------= @
(25)

Dividing out Asin(«/t), we find
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(26)

Thus the period of small oscillations is

Period =

For most applications Lagrange's equations written as in equation 

(12), with L = T - V and <Sj denoting the non-conservative force 

associated with generalized coordinate ftj ,are the most applicable form. 

Most mechanical systems involve a combination of conservative and 

non-conservative forces. With this in mind we may proceed on to the next 

chapter which deals with non-conservative, dissipative, forces.

Further extensions and applications of Lagrange's equations will be 

made in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5

Dissipative Forces

Forces that remove mechanical energy from a system when it is in 

motion are dissipative forces. Often the energy which is removed from 

the system is converted to heat. It happens frequently that the magni

tude of the dissipative force on a particle or a portion of area may be 

closely approximated (over ranges of velocity at least) by

= <7 2'-* CD

where Ff represents the magnitude of the dissipative force, the variable 

a may be a constant or a function of coordinates (and of the time 

also), is the velocity of the particle relative to the fluid in which

it is moving or the relative velocity between two surfaces, and n is some 

constant. While this is not the only type of dissipative force, it is a 

very common and rather general one. Other types of dissipative forces can 

be rather difficult to formulate. Thus for the scope of this thesis the 

forces represented by equation (1) are the only type of dissipative force 

that will be considered in this chapter. Three forces which may be 

placed in the form of equation (1) are 1) dry frictional forces, 2) 

viscous forces, 3) forces proportional to higher powers of speed.

Dry frictional forces require one surface to slide against

another. These forces are usually determined by the normal force of one

surface on the other and a coefficient of friction. To apply equation 

(1) we let n = 0, and <7 may be expressed as where is the 

coefficient of friction and N is the magnitude of the normal force. For

certain situations the coefficient of friction may change from point to 

point and/or the normal force may be changing with postion and time. In

such cases Of is a function rather than a constant.
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If the force on an object varies with the first power of its speed 

and is opposite to the direction of motion, it is said to be a viscous 

force. Then n = 1 in equation (1). Examples of systems involving 

viscous forces are objects moving at "low" velocities through a fluid, 

and the drag on a magnetic pole moving near an electric sheet.

While the dissipative forces acting on an object moving at slow 

velocities in a fluid can be closely approximated by the formula for a 

viscous force, at higher velocities the expression for the force is more 

involved. However it is often the case that (at least over limited 

velocity ranges) the force can still be represented by equation (1) with 

values of n greater than one.

To determine the generalized force, Qj , for dissipative forces we 

will assume that the force can be expressed by equation (1). Also 

we assume that the force acts in the opposite direction of . If we 

consider the force acting in a rectangular coordinate system, we can 

find its components in the x, y, and z directions. Since x/u- is the 

cosine of the angle between and the x axis,

r>~)
(2)

X

n-)

/>-/
- 4 2 'IS

Similarly

Now if we have a system of p particles and each particle has the same n

in the dissipative force function, we may write the frictional virtual

work as

(3)
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(5)f . -z <<%■ *- y< fa

The rectangular coordinates in the above equation can be replaced by 

generalized coordinates with use of the equations of transformation, 

giving

(6)

where £?/ is the generalized force for the coordinate.

This procedure is illustrated by the following example.

Figure 5-1

Blocks a and b, figure 5-1, are fastened rigidly together with a light 

rod so that the distance between their centers of mass is £ , and slide in 

contact with blocks c and d, respectively. Block e slides without 

friction along the smooth rod. Block c slides along the x axis and

block d is fixed. Coefficients of friction between surfaces in contact

are ,^-j as indicated. The system is assumed to be in motion,

and therefore the coefficients of friction are for kinetic friction.

Note that each of the normal forces between the surfaces in contact

depends upon the position of block e. We will assume that the motion of
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the system is such that Xz and X, are positive and X^ > X, . We wish 

to find the generalized forces corresponding to the generalized 

coordinates, X,, , and

Since the example involves dry frictional forces, the exponent n in 

equation (1) is zero, and the coefficient <7 will be given by 4^

for each surface. In this example for each of the contacting

surfaces is a constant. However the normal forces are not constant

because they depend on the relative position of block e, in order to 

maintain the sub-system consisting of the rod and its attached blocks in 

rotational equilibrium. The magnitude of the upward normal forces 

exerted on blocks a and b by blocks c and d, respectively, are easily

found to be

(7)

A4 - ^3 3 + 3
(8)

By Newton's third law, blocks a and b exert downward forces of these 

same magnitudes on blocks c and d. Thus to maintain vertical 

equilibrium for block c the surface along which it slides must exert an 

upward normal force

(9)

It is easily seen that there are three degrees of freedom in this 

problem, since the specification of values for the coordinates X, , ,

and fri will completely define the system. We now give the system a 

differential displacement with respect to each of these coordinates 

separately, and calculate the corresponding virtual work. We will then
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be able to determine the generalized force by recalling equation (6). 

First we shall find the generalized force for a displacement of the x, 

coordinate, Sx, . Thus

(10)

Hence

$ W.t - y#, (^2 5 ■*- - "‘t ??•/.£ + £*'

3 ?>/<■£)t*,
(11)

(3 k, = " (™ x + ~ -h y ~(/*3 J

Similarly, for a differential displacement

fa fa

(12)

(13)

(14)

And

Q, t = ~ C^3 3

(15)

For the final coordinate we would in general write the differential work

formula as

m^3 $>$,
(16)

where is the coefficient of friction between the rod and block e.

However in the present example the coefficient of friction, ^4^, is 

zero, and there is no dissipative force acting for a displacement.
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So we conclude

This concludes the example as far as it will be treated here.

Equations (12), (15), and (17) give the generalized forces, 6?>r, , (j^x,

and which can be used in Lagrange's equations as derived in chapter
• ♦

2. Note that if X2 > was not true the sign on various terms in 

equations (12) and (15) would be different to account for the different 

direction of the dissipative force.

Applications to other dissipative forces would be very similar. 

Dissipative forces are a very important part of mechanics and are 

associated with a great number of systems. Their inclusion in 

Lagrange's equations is not a difficult one (provided one can determine 

the direction of relative motion of the surfaces), and they allow 

Lagrange's equations to be applied to a far greater number of problems.

Because Lagrange's equations are in rather general form, they are 

applicable to a wide variety of mechanical systems. In many situations 

it is necessary to know the motion of a rigid body. While Lagrange's 

equations apply to rigid body motion, the kinetic energy function can

be rather difficult to formulate. Therefore the next chapter will deal 

with Lagrange's equations as they apply to rigid bodies.
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Chapter 6

Lagrange's Equations and Rigid Bodies

The term rigid body refers to an object in which the distance of any 

• point of the body to every other point of the body is unchanged during the

motion of the body. Strictly speaking, no such objects exist. However 

there are a great many mechanics problems which can be simplified by the 

assumption that the object being dealt with is rigid, and in which little 

error is introduced by such an assumption. The Lagrangian treatment of 

rigid body dynamics is similar to particle dynamics. The rigid body can 

be thought of as a system of particles all of which are fixed with 

respect to each other. This chapter is dedicated to rigid body dynamics 

because the kinetic energy function T can be rather difficult to formulate.

In the derivation of T for a rigid body we will recall the defining 

function for the kinetic energy of a single particle which is

7~"2»7'tza' (1)
*

where m is the mass of the particle and V is its total inertial 

velocity. Velocity is a vector, which has direction and magnitude. For 

a rigid body we will consider two different parts of the total velocity 

vector, its translational part and its rotational part. For our
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discussion refer to figure 6-1 showing an arbitrary rigid body moving in 

a three-dimensional space in a rectangular inertial reference frame. All 

calculations will be considered with respect to an arbitrary point & of 

the body. The position of point & can be specified by the vector jJ 

from the origin of our inertial reference frame to O'. Point O' is 

moving along some path in the x^, y^, space. We call its instantaneous 

velocity along this path We consider the body to be rotating about

(O with an instantaneous angular velocity is a vector in a

direction along the instantaneous axis of rotation, and its direction is 

determined by the right hand rule.

That is, if you take your right hand 

and wrap your fingers around the axis

of rotation in the direction of the

rotation, your thumb will point in the dire. o*
' re-fat t tri

direction of (figure 6-2). If we Figure 6-2

choose another arbitrary point, m, of the body we can specify its

Figure 6-3

From figure 6-3 we see that the magnitude of the velocity 24*/ of point m 

relative to point O' is

Vv - wh

where h is the perpendicular distance from m to the axis of rotation, 

and W is the magnitude of the angular velocity • Using simple

(2)
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trigonometry we can write

(3)

A' is the magnitude of the position vector Thus

(4)

but by definition

^3- - j cts x £ I

where the right side is the magnitude of the vector cross product of 

and K. From the figure it is also clear that the direction of VC- is 

that of tv * according to the right hand rule for the vector cross 

product, so that

VC % *£

(5)

The total inertial velocity vector of the point m is the vector sum of 

the inertial velocity of point plus the instantaneous velocity of 

point m with respect to

V ' K + £
— ~ — (6)

The kinetic energy formula calls for the square of the velocity. 

Therefore following the rules of vectors we get

-?y’' - 2^'Zf
(7)

(8)

(9)
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We must now sum the kinetic energies for all mass elements of the rigid 

body, i.e. we must integrate over the mass distribution. We shall 

consider the body to have a density function , and we will call the 

differential element of volume in a body-fixed set of axes (x, y, z in 

figure 6-3) . Using these substitutions we can now write the kinetic

energy function as

r= i
or as

y* ^a/iv-s -f- (11)

where M is the mass of the body. Thus the first term on the right-hand 

side of equation (11) is just the usual translational kinetic energy of 

the body. For the integration the and W values are constants and 

can be factored out. If we look at the integral in the second term on 

the right-hand side of equation (11), we notice that by dividing by the 

mass of the body we obtain the vector position of the center of mass of

the body relative to . This is written as

£ = y pC

or

M £. - J r

Now the kinetic energy is written as

(12)

(13)
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In order to evaluate the remaining integral in (14) we write

fjU - (15)

X= +- (i6)

where y , and Jc are unit vectors in the body-fixed x, y, and z 

directions, respectively. Calculating the dot and cross products of the 

vectors we get the following relations

~ (u/y z - y) (cvty -My x)* (17)

~ -2^y^y2 +

+ UJfty'* * *) ~2.<a>x u/yXy

The required integral is then

- Ty +■ Ty My + T* Mz - 2^ &cy Tx y 

— -2iayU/£Ty2

where

Ty - f(yzx2*)x?a£z: } Ty ~

(18)

(19)

(20)

and

Txy-^y^Vy e+t.
(21)

1* , Ty , T? are the moments of inertia of the body about the x, y, 

and z axes, respectively, and , T*z ,Tyg are the corresponding

products of inertia. Wt, Wy , USZ are components of <y along the body 

fixed axes and are not necessarily inertial. Now we can write the
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complete kinetic energy function for the rigid body as

7" = y- -h { y-
' (22)

-t g ~~ I~yy ~2bCyU/t 2~ye - 2t</x * zj

Equation (22) may look rather complicated, but it is often the case that 

coordinate axes can be chosen that will make many of the terms equal 

zero. Once the kinetic energy is found, we can formulate the 

Lagrangian, L = T - V, express it in generalized coordinates, take the 

necessary derivatives, and determine the differential equations of 

motion for the system.

As an illustration of the Lagrangian treatment of rigid body

frame x^, y^, Zp Point O' is the origin of the body-fixed axes in the 

rotating disk. O' is located at the center of mass of the disk. The
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shaft B rotates with an angular velocity of about the z^ axis, and 
*

the disk D spins with an angular velocity of <£> about the z axis. 

Important dimensions are shown on the diagram. The angle <p is measured 

on the plane of the disk from the line perpendicular to the z axis and 

passing through the point indicated by the pointer, p^. The angle is 

measured in the x^y^ plane from the Xj axis. We shall find the 

equations of motion of the system in terms of the two independent angular 

coordinates, <p and f .

The first step is to find the kinetic energy function, T. To 

accomplish this we must first find the angular velocity about the x, y, 

and z axes. It is important to think of and (p as vectors. The 

angular velocity, bU, of the body is the vector sum of and . Thus 

we must find the rectangular components of these vectors to determine 

64 , UUy, and .

We can see from figure 6-4 that (fi lies in the positive direction 

on the z axis, and is the component of V which lies along the

z axis. Thus

i/'a = </> * (23)

To determine 64 and bby we must use the plane view of the disk.

is the projection of JP onto the plane of the disk. Once again
4

from the diagram it is easily seen that the x component of is

, and the y component is . Therefore

LU* - <fi (24)

O/y - /<P (25)
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(26)(jy* = <$ t r

From the assumed symmetry of the disk we can see that Xr = Ty , 

and Xy = lyg. = X2 = 0. Now if we substitute equations (24), (25), 

(26), and the values of the products of inertia into equation (22) we

obtain

7~- T M f f-Tx

f" Ty ( 'f e? + Xg (t> + + zT *f 2 (27)

where we have added the term, ^T,^2 , giving the kinetic energy of the 

bent shaft B with T, being the shaft's moment of inertia about the z^ 

axis. M is the mass of the disk. Since we chose the point O' at the 

center of mass of the disk, £ = 0. Thus the term involving K goes

to zero. Also

- 7^ ■$ &-
(28)

Using this and setting Xy = Tx , we may write

7~= & +■ (jt +■
(29)

In this problem gravity does not affect the body's motion and there are 

no other external forces. Therefore it would seem likely that to use 

the Lagrangian method we need to find > 3/, Howevei

we notice that

2To ?>r

'dT
T>4>

(31)- 0

(30)
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(32)

Hence Lagrange's equations for the two independent varibles are

Thus

(33)

(34)~ 1

or = z2
(35)

Equations (34) and (35) imply that and <p are constants. When this 

happens f and <p are said to be ignorable coordinates, because they 

can be completely eliminated from the equations of motion. The terms

“2 and are called the generalized momenta corresponding

to and (p , respectively. Thus to determine the equations of motion 

for the system we take the proper derivatives and substitute into equations 

(34) and (35), which gives

(Ms1- tTz * Vatu. ■&) +1, 'h C,

-- c,

(36)

(37)

Equations (36) and (37) are the equations of motion of the disk. 

The fact that and are constants is to be expected since there 

are no external torques applied to cause any angular acceleration or 

deceleration about the z^ or z axes.

It should be noted from this chapter that even for a rigid body 

Lagrange's equations are applicable to find the equations of motion.
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It is, however, generally much more difficult to formulate the

Lagrangian due to the more complicated kinetic energy function.

While Lagrange's equations can be used to determine the equations of

motion for a mechanical system, they also can provide a method of deter

mining the forces the constraint of the system exert. The method for 

determining the forces of the constraint is the subject of Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

Forces of Constraint

Forces of constraint are forces exerted on a dynamical system which 

do no virtual work for virtual displacements, consistent with constraints,

,at a fixed time. In chapter 2 we eliminated these

forces through equations of constraint for the particles in a system. 

Compressions exerted by rigid bars, tensions in non-extensible ropes, 

torques caused by bearings, and forces exerted by smooth surfaces on 

masses are a few of the types of forces of constraints.

Frictional forces are often determined by a force of constraint and 

a coefficient of friction. If, however, a system is given a virtual 

displacement, the frictional force will do virtual work on the system. 

Therefore, a frictional force is not a force of constraint. Frictional 

forces must be regarded as active applied forces, and since they were 

already examined in Chapter 5, they will not be treated again here.

In previous chapters, the Lagrangian equations of motion were 

obtained by eliminating superfluous coordinates from the system.

Recall that if a system has more coordinates than the number of degrees 

of freedom of the system, then some of the coordinates are superfluous.

In the determination of forces of \\\xWWW

constraint, superfluous coordinates

play a key role. Because of the

importance of superfluous coordinates,

a quick discussion of them is in order

at this point. y*
In figure 7-1 the cords are inex

tensible. The pulleys are massless and

1

Figure 7-1
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M_j does not rotate with its concentric pulley. Only motion in the

vertical direction is considered. All coordinates are as shown in the

diagram.

Initially we might write the kinetic energy of the system as

7~"= 2 y,2 * f yf (i)

Equation (1) gives the kinetic energy of the system as a function of four 

variables. However, the system actually has only two degrees of freedom 

in the vertical direction. Thus, two of the coordinates are superfluous. 

From figure 7-1 it can be seen that

y,zy,--c, , (2)
where C, and are constants that can be determined from the parameters

of the system. Equations (2) are the equations of constraint for the 

system. By employing these equations of constraint we can eliminate two 

of the variables. Thus, we could express the kinetic energy function in 

terms of only two variables (the number of degrees of freedom of the 

system). If we write the kinetic energy function with any more than two 

variables, we are introducing superfluous coordinates. In the system both

and , or just as well 7
• •

y, and yz,can be eliminated 

from equation (1) by use of (2).

Example 7.1

In figure 7-2, the particle

moves along the smooth parabolic Figure 7-2

wire. The only external forces acting on the particle are gravity and 

the applied force, . The motion of the particle must always be along 

the wire regardless of the direction and magnitude of £ . The force that

F zqf’phr-S 
Fvr? <
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the wire exerts on the particle to keep it on the wire is the reactive 

force (force of constraint). We can consider the system as a particle 

moving through free space and being acted upon by three forces, namely, 

gravity, the externally applied » and the reactive force. The reactive 

force continually changes magnitude and direction so as to make the particle 

follow the parabolic course. If we imagine the reactive force to be 

replaced by an identical additional externally applied force, then the 

wire need no longer even exist.

Now if we were to employ Newton's second law in both the X and y 

directions we would get

FnX-F^ *• my = Fy + Fy (3)

where F*. and Fy are the components of £ ; and Fx and Fy are the 

components of the reactive force, X . If the motion of the particle is 

known (either by experimentation or analytically), that is if x, Fx and Fy 

are known as functions of t , then the values of Fx and Fy are fully 

determined as functions of the time by use of equations (3). In order 

to obtain the motion, we can use the Lagrangian equations of motion with

F* and Fy eliminated, as discussed in previous chapters. For the 

present example this leads to

X (/ rVJ2**} -f- 2 b* - FCxrt <j>

where <$ is the angle the force F makes with a line parallel to the 

axis (see Fig. 7.2). Now we can in principle solve equation (4) for

X (t) then evaluate X, X , and Fy as functions of t and substitute 

into equation (3). If we do, we find that the force of constraint in the X

direction is
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(5)
- 7Z>^Xx * +2bw* - r^e <P

I A V42Xl

Similarly,

, 2t>'” Ft2b/ + ~ 0 + &
^y- l+tb'x' (6)

Equations (5) and (6) give the X and y components of the force of 

constraint for the system shown in figure 8-1. This is the "Newtonian"

method of solution for the forces of constraint.

For a treatment entirely within a Lagrangian framework, we regard the 

unknown forces of constraint as if they were known applied forces, and 

correspondingly introduce superfluous coordinates. In the present 

example we can write the Lagrangian equations using X and y coordinates. 

By doing so we will introduce one superfluous coordinate. Thus

f MX1 (7)

We next write the Lagrangian equations treating each variable as 

independent

M 2 ' b by

my - $y + Fy
(9)

where by, F*, and Fy have the same meaning as they did for equation (3).

In this example the Lagrange equations take on the same form as the

Newtonian equations, equations (3). Again, to obtain /x and fy we would 

• • • «
have to solve equation (4) and insert the resulting expressions for X , y » 

etc. in (8) and (9). It is important to reiterate that while equations 

(8) and (9) look like a direct application of Newton's second law, they 

were actually obtained by use of Lagrange's equations.
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To summarize the results of the Lagrangian treatment of forces of

constraint we note that in example 7.1 the system actually has only one 

degree of freedom, but by introducing a superfluous coordinate and 

treating the constraining forces as externally applied forces, the 

system is regarded as having two. Using the Lagrangian method, we 

consider the constraint to undergo a slight distortion, that is, it will 

be violated slightly for independent displacements of the two coordinates.

Therefore some work is done in accordance with for t^ie

direction. From this statement the unknown force, can be determined.

Thus using this method, we have another way to determine the generalized 

force 6£r, as discussed in Chapter 2. It is important enough to restate 

that in order to obtain the forces of constraint as a function of time,

the motion of the system must be known.

In general, Lagrange's equations can be written as

ZT - fr . +■ J z/ ...
(10)

where Ffj is the sum of all applied forces corresponding to the 

coordinate, is the constraining force for the coordinate,

and T is the kinetic energy of the system. T" is expressed in the 

following way

7~ = $-■ jhjt)

where h in the number of degrees of freedom of the system, and S is the 

number of superfluous coordinates introduced.

To illustrate the determination of the forces of constraint we shall 

consider an example which was discussed in Chapter 3. Here we will find the 

forces exerted on the particle by the wire.
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Example 7.1

Figure 7-3 shows the same system 

as in Example 3.1. While the example 

has only one degree of freedom, we 

begin by writing the kinetic energy of 

the bead in cylindrical coordinates

r= -h 1 + 22 (12)

Equation (12) gives the kinetic energy as a function of three generalized 

velocities. Thus two of the coordinates are superfluous. In this 

example we will consider the conservative forces as externally applied 

forces, as in equation (10). Now by writing Lagrange's equations for 

each of the coordinates as though they are completely independent we get

~ (13)

(14)

/W 2 s -^5 (15)

Now

$ (16)

(17)
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Therefore

(18)

(19)

W)/) - M » £< v- /y #

4 +$y arvt

YY2 = $a ~ ^3

For known motion (which would be the result of solving example 3.1 

completely) equations (18), (19), and (20) can be solved for /x, £y , and 

-$2 , fully determining the rectangular components of the constraining 

force as functions of time.

Thus, with the Lagrangian method one may use superfluous coor

dinates to determine the forces exerted on a body due to the constraints. 

While we have seen that in principle the method is a relatively straight

forward one, the mathematics can get very complicated rather quickly

Up until this point we have considered how Lagrange's equations 

apply to mechanical systems. However, Lagrange's equations can also 

be applied to a variety of other systems, including electrical and 

electromechanical systems. The following chapter will illustrate the 

method in which Lagrange's equations may be applied to electrical and

electromechanical systems.
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Chapter 8

Applications of Lagrange's Equations 
to Electromechanical Systems

A wide variety of electrical and electromechanical system be 

treated with Lagrange's equations. Many electrical systems are 

analogous to familiar mechanical systems and may be treated in similar 

ways. Hence even in electrical systems, once we have chosen suitable 

coordinates, we will be able to determine the kinetic and potential 

energies of the system and generate Lagrange's equations for the system.

Electrical Systems

To illustrate the coordinates used in an electrical system consider

figure 8-1. In the diagram

we give the values 

of the charges which have 

flowed through each branch

of the circuit beginning at

the initial time t = 0 and

ending at the time t of interest. The rate of flow of charge through

the branches of the circuit are the currents defined as

- J 3586,
(i)

The charges play the role of generalized coordinates, and we may

associate current, ft , with velocity in mechanical systems. Similarly 
# •

is the electrical counterpart of acceleration. The direction of 

positive flow of each current must be arbitrarily assigned, as indicated 

by the arrows in the figure.

It is observed in figure 8-1 that , J-t-i and ff-3 are not all
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independent. Recalling Kirchoff's current law, the algebraic sum of all 

currents flowing into a given junction must be zero, we can conclude

that

3 % • 1

and integrating with respect to time,

(2)

= F’ (3)

Equation (3) is an equation of constraint for the system. Hence this 

system has two degrees of freedom and needs only two coordinates to 

define its state. When assigning values to the currents in figure 8-1,

we could have taken into account Kirchoff's current law and written 

as + tf-z . Using this procedure we would automatically determine the 

electrical degrees of freedom and establish a set of independent

generalized coordinates.

Now suppose we consider some of the basic "forces" acting in an 

electrical circuit. A single coil of constant inductance L has an 

associated magnetic energy

. z

(4)

This is analogous to the kinetic energy of a mechanical system,

where L corresponds to the mass and to the velocity. Given two coils

of inductance and a mutual inductance of arises due to the

linkage of the magnetic field of each inductance through the coils of the 

other, and the energy for the coils becomes

~ z" ^'2 * fa)
(5)
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where , is the current in the first coil, etc. For a network of 

inductances we can write the kinetic energy function as

= I? L (6)

where s is the number of coils in the network. By using the equations 

of constraint the superfluous ft.' s can be eliminated from Tgi . It is 

important to note that it is assumed here that the inductances are 

constant and do not depend on the current.

We may conveniently regard the potential energy in a network as 

composed of two parts, energy of emf (electromotive force) sources (i.e. 

batteries, generators, etc.) and energy stored in capacitors. If a 

constant emf £ is provided to a

system, then the emf source supplies 

to the system an energy of Eft. where 

is the charge delivered by the source. 

If we then take the charge and move

it around the circuit starting from 

the positive terminal of the source and ending at the negative terminal, 

the potential energy of the charge has decreased. Thus we can write the 

potential energy function as

^Source

(7)

and is assumed to flow in the positive direction of £ . Even though £ 

may vary in time, equation (7) is still valid, since when we find the 

generalized forces, t is fixed.

Potential energy is also associated with a capacitor of capacitance 

C, for which the energy stored is
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(8)

This is analogous to the energy of a Hooke's Law spring (V - ^kx2). 

Therefore we may write the potential energy of an electrical network as

= (9) 

where A. is the number of capacitors, d is the number of emf sources, 

and are the charges in the branches of the circuit where the

capacitors and emf sources exist. Once again the superfluous charges 

can be eliminated by the equations of constraint.

To find an expression for the generalized force corresponding

to coordinate we may conveniently let the potential energy function 

Vpi account for the conservative part of the generalized force and 

consider only the non-conservative, dissipative generalized force ( <&),? 

due to resistances. We may obtain an expression for (d?j)/? by using the 

techniques discussed in chapter 5. When a differential charge flows

through a resistance Pi , energy is dissipated, that is a negative 

virtual work, £Wr = results. For a system of resistances we

may conclude that

m = -t

(10)

where h is the total number of resistances in the network and is the

charge flowing through the resistance. After eliminating superfluous 

coordinates equation (10) will take the form

/*/ “ (11) 

from which the non-conservative resistive generalized forces ( <9/)« can

be read off.
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(12)

Now Lagrange's equations become

(13)
Lf/. " i a- Vet

using Tbl and Vrt from equations (6) and 

of these Lagrangian equations of motion 

to Kirchoff's voltage law for the 

series RCL circuit shown in figure 

8-3. If we apply Kirchoff’s voltage 

law (the algebraic sum of voltages 

around a closed loop must be zero), we may

(9). We will show the equivalence 
---------/yy--------- 1 I------zW-----------

» 'c L

Figure 8-3

write

£

Lff ~ ft(14) 

where corresponds to an "inertial force" (similar to mx),

is analogous to the force exerted by a spring (as -kx), £ is the applied 

force, and Rtf- corresponds to viscous damping (analogous to ox).

Now using the Lagrangian method to determine the behavior of the 

circuit illustrated in figure 8-3, we see that equations (6), (9), (10), 

(11), and (13) become

(15)

(16)

(17)
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($)ft = (18)

~£~ (19)

Then equation (12) gives directly

Lf t ^/d - e -- - (20)

which is identical to equation (14)

Wells implies 1 that it can be shown that we may use the above

procedure to apply Lagrange's equations to any purely electrical system 

with a finite number of lumped (not distributed) inductances, 

capacitances, resistances, and emf's. Thus

where Lei is the Lagrangian, Lel - ' £<■ ~ ^el > and ( )/t is the

generalized force due to dissipative forces only.The conservative forces 

are automatically taken care of in the Lagrangian. We have not been 

able to find a general proof of the equivalence of this Lagrangian 

procedure and Kirchoff's voltage law.

Electromechanical Systems

It is only a small extension to formulate Lagrange's equations for an 

electromechanical system. An electromechanical system is one in which 

part of the total energy is associated with electrical and magnetic 

energy and part is mechanical energy. In such systems it is usually the 

case that the electrical quantities and the mechanical quantities are

^ells Lagrangian Dynamics, p. 304.
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related to each other. Thus, because of this interrelationship the

mechanical motion and the electrical "motion" cannot be solved

separately. The Lagrangian for an electromechanical system is written as

I— - ~^~FL ~ ~~ V/ft
(22)

where TgL and Vrepresent the electrical kinetic and potential 

energies, respectively, and and are the mechanical kinetic and

potential energies. The degrees of freedom of an electromechanical 

system include the sum of the total number of space coordinates

, ... for the mechanical aspects of the system and the total number 

of independent charges in the electrical portion. In writing the 

Lagrangian for an electromechanical system care must be taken to be sure 

all the terms have the same energy units. However if SI units are used, 

this is automatically the case.

In the following example we will determine the equations of motion 

of a simple electromechanical system using Lagrange's equations.

Example 8.1

Each plate of the variable 

capacitor, figure 8-4, is free

to move along a line ab without

rotation under the actions of

Hooke's Law springs and the elec

tric field between them. The

capacitor plates are assumed to

<- - S'X/»x,

4* I

4

Figure 8-4

be vertical so gravitational forces are not to be considered. ^Ol and 

represent the unstretched lengths of the springs with no electric
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field between the plates, and k, , Kt are the spring 

will find the Lagrangian for the system and write out

motion.

It can be immediately observed that the electric 

the system is

constants. We

the equations of

kinetic energy of

(23)

and the mechanical kinetic energy is simply

7”= X,x
(24)

To find the electrical potential energy we recall equation (9) and note

that in this example ^/=1, Z=1 and C = -x2) ,where

is the permittivity of free space, and A is the area of the plates.

Therefore

(25)

The mechanical potential energy is

VME *?*,*?★ ikr. V?

Thus we may write

i (m. X? * X22 - f ft */ * k, +

+- £f ~ V5' x,-xt;/4

(26)

(27)

It is clear that the three quantities x^, and are suitable 

generalized coordinates. We find directly

= -Ar,x, + (28)
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(29)

34
9

(30)

/£4\ 
zZZ ( ?*J ^X2

(31)

|i = £- 6" X,~ *»)//? tf<,

z^ < S| / L%

We also observe that associated with the £_ coordinate is the 

dissipative generalized force due to the resistance R. Thus

(32)

(33)

~ ~Rf

Therefore the Lagrangian equations of motion are

X, y- k,*, ' f/l* £o~<?

AOi'Kt J- kz* 1 ~ /2-A £o - O

Lj-' - £ t <?(£-*< -**)/**. - -ftj.

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

This chapter has pointed out that the basic "forces" in electrical 

systems have analogous counterparts with mechanical systems. We have 

seen that a Lagrangian can be formulated for an electromechanical system 

which takes into account the interrelationship between the electrical 

and mechanical parts of the system. And after eliminating superfluous 

coordinates and determining the generalized forces, the equations of 

motion can be determined using Lagrange's equations.
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We have seen the application of Lagrange's equations to mechanical 

systems, and this chapter has shown the procedure for using Lagrange's 

equations in electrical and electromechanical systems. Lagrange formulated 

his equations generally so as to make them applicable to a wide range 

of systems. This thesis has pointed out many of the applications of 

Lagrange's equations for various systems.
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Chapter 9

Uses for Scientific Poetry

Many claim that Joseph-Louis Lagrange was the greatest mathematician 

of the eighteenth century, but despite his keen mathematical mind, he felt 

stifled by the mathematics and physics of the 1700's. He lived at 

a time when physicists felt that Newton had uncovered the laws of the 

universe and no more revolutionary scientific theories would ever be 

produced again. As a result the ambition of the eighteenth century 

mathematician was to manipulate Newton's Laws into different and more 

applicable forms. Lagrange was one of these men. Through his mastery 

of calculus he was able to make Newtonian physics into what has been 

termed a "scientific poem."

Perhaps the greatest achievement of Lagrange's life was his concept 

of generalized coordinates, and the generalized equations of motion which 

almost immediately followed. By employing generalized coordinates so as 

to have the same number of coordinates as degrees of freedom in a system, 

the forces of constraint are eliminated. Furthermore Lagrange was able 

to establish specific relations between these generalized coordinates 

and the kinetic energy, potential energy, and external forces of a 

system. He established these relations from the basis of Newton's second 

law, but developed no new fundamental theory. Lagrange's equations allow 

a system of differential equations to be written for a problem, and 

the simultaneous solution of these equations determines the motion of the

system.

The Lagrangian method frequently has many advantages over the 

Newtonian method. Many times when it is difficult or virtually impossible
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to write the Newtonian equations of motion, the Lagrangian equations are 

relatively easy to formulate. In many cases the Lagrangian method will 

make very involved mechanical systems rather easily solvable, as well as 

making simple problems only slightly more involved than with Newton's 

method. The major advantage of the Lagrangian method is that the internal 

forces of a system are accounted for by use of the equations of constraint, 

and thus are used in the formulation of the generalized coordinates, but 

are left out of the differential equations.

Lagrange's equations have a wide variety of applications due to 

their general nature. Systems of particles can be solved using direct 

applications of the equations, as well as rigid body systems. Also the 

equations can be applied to electrical and electromechanical systems to 

determine the "motion" of such systems. And once the motion of the 

system has been solved, the result can used to determine the forces of

constraint.

This thesis is a presentation of Lagrangian Dynamics. It has 

presented the concept of generalized coordinates and derived Lagrange's 

equations for a system of particles. Once Lagrange's equations were 

formulated and conservative forces taken into account, we examined 

several of the applications of Lagrange's equations to various systems.

We used Lagrangian Dynamics to determine the equations of motions for 

systems of distinct particles as well as for rigid bodies. We also 

considered the effects of dissipative forces on given systems. And 

finally, this thesis considered the Lagrangian method for determining 

the forces of constraint of a system, and the application of Lagrange's 

equations to electrical and electromechanical systems. We have looked 

at Lagrangian Dynamics in an overview. We have considered specific
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topics of physics, but as Lagrange himself did, we have kept the 

discussion general enough so as to make the formulazations applicable

to many systems.
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